The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 2582
Chen Kong feels this way now.

Even the three of Dark Gods are not that interested… It

may have been a challenge before, but now when he reaches the highest level, it is like dealing with
three ordinary people.

There is no interest or pleasure anymore…

after he comes out.

He was contacted by the Lab of the Gods.
He must kill the three dark gods…

don’t let your hands down because of some things.

Chen empty answer is simple: “!!! Do not worry, I’ll get rid of the three men on when I became the
strongest, see the blood, I Lian Ji Gong magic Dacheng I must kill a few people”
get After Chen Kong answered in the affirmative, the Lab of the Gods was relieved.

This way they can save a lot of trouble…

Chen Kong left step by step.

He held the crystal tightly in his hand and exclaimed: “What is this? The energy contained in it is too
strong? Just like this, I only absorbed a quarter of it! It will take a while if I absorb it all!”

Chen The news of the emptiness spread quickly all over the world…

it boiled again.

The focus is also on the top of the world!

Everyone cheered up and waited.

The noise outside awakened Levi Garrison.

“What’s wrong? Did something happen?”

Levi Garrison asked.

“Chen Kong is out! It is said that he has broken through to the highest level of Dafa absorption!”

Zoey Lopez said.

“Hey, now it is rumored that the master gave the crystals to cheat him. It’s scary. Then Chen Kong won’t
do it!”

“Yes! I think it makes sense! Why else make your enemy stronger! No matter how strong you are, you
can’t do this.

Right ?” “Yes, the dark god is powerful, but it’s not enough for that?”

“He must be afraid of Chen Kong, showing weakness to Chen Kong…”

Kirin ( Qilin ) and the others analyzed.

In this regard, Zoey Lopez, the apprentice, didn’t say anything.

“Fart! Just him?”

“Help me up and see how much Chen Kong has made?”

Levi Garrison looked forward a little.

If Chen Kong absorbs all the energy of the crystal, plus the resources of No. 76 Forbidden Land.

He should be able to reach the top level of Suction Dafa…It’s about the same level as

the seven or nine phantoms on the ninth level of the Diamond Undestructive Divine Art.

This will make Levi Garrison interested…

so he is looking forward to it.

“Everyone said so! It is said that today, the Dark Gods will still be the head turtles, and they dare not
come forward!”

“Yes, I am also sure that the Dark Gods will not come out! Finally, I directly announced the Chen Kong
God List. First! Everyone can get to the table!” The

others said one after another.

